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PROCEEDINGS
June 12, 1997
MADAM PRESIDENT: I would like to call the 1997 annual
meeting of the State Bar Association of North Dakota to order. We will
begin our meeting with the presentation of the colors by the Army
National Guard and the national anthem by Ms. Carla Freund.
(PRESENTATION OF COLORS) ( NATIONAL ANTHEM)
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Carla, that was beautiful.
Before I introduce the local committee, I'd like to take care of some
housekeeping matters. We're going to try to run this on tight schedule.
Phil Johnson-there you are-has again agreed to graciously be our
parliamentarian and keep the meeting on track. The members of the
election committee or election proctors are Maureen Holman, Ralph
Erickson, Dan Crothers, and Sherry Moore, and I think they're all here.
(APPLAUSE) At this time, I'd like to call on Mike Wagner, who will
give a welcome from the local committee. Before he takes the podium, I
want to-you can stand there, Mike-I want to thank the members of the
committee, who are Lawrence King, Jim Hill, Tag Anderson, Steve
Easton and Diane Peterson; they've all done a great job. Go ahead,
Mike.
MR. WAGNER: Thank you, Becky. Good afternoon and welcome
to Bismarck, particularly those of you who are visiting from other cities
east and west of us. I hope you're having an enjoyable time here; I
know that I am; I know that my kids are. The kids' program is great.
They're all at the zoo right now as we're speaking, and here we're
sitting and talking business, and that's one of the things that's fun about
being a kid, right? And one of the things about being an adult. But I
hope you're enjoying your stay. For those of you who aren't real
familiar with the area, one of the things that I thought of this morning is
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that if you're a walker, you're in the perfect place here because we have
a bike path that goes all around, and I see a few people shaking their
heads. If some of you have taken advantage of our bike trails here, you
just go down, what, maybe a quarter of a mile, and there's a bike path
that takes you all around. So, if you're not familiar and like to go for a
nice walk tomorrow morning and you don't want to be in the run-walk,
you can go off on your own. And, of course, the run-walk is tomorrow
morning.
Thanks to Lawrence King for taking care of the children's
program. He's done a really good job. I know the kids are having a lot
of fun. They went swimming last night and had pizza; they're going to
do the same tonight. And Jim Hill with the golf tournament. That went
off just as good as ever and we had all the winners announced last night.
And the tennis tournament again was a success. Cal Hoovestol was the
winner of the tennis tournament and it was a real good match. What
did-who was-what was the final score? I didn't catch that.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Do I have to say? Eight to six.
MR. WAGNER: Eight to six. It was a close one. They were good
matches and the weather didn't cooperate with us and we ended up going up to the indoor courts and had a real nice time. And Tag Anderson
for helping out with the run-walk tomorrow morning. So, once again,
welcome. I hope you're enjoying the seminar and the Bar convention
and I hope you have a nice stay here. Thanks.
(APPLAUSE)
MS. HERMAN: I'm very pleased to have the opportunity to introduce Becky Thiem to you as president of our bar. To the lawyers in this
room, you know her well. You know her as a great lawyer and a friend
and a hard worker and a good person. I feel the need to mention that
this is kind of an historic moment. We have been a Bar Association for
close to a hundred years now, and this is the first time that a woman has
been introduced as the president of the Bar. And I think that's a great
thing.
What you may not know is how well Becky has served you this year.
Becky is, as I suspect some of you know, quite a planner. She told me
years ago that she sits down before each year begins and sets goals for
herself. One year, she set the goal of becoming the president of this Bar
Association.
She also set the goal of becoming the president-the head of the
State Bar Board. Those are goals that she achieved, and she's done well
by us in those roles. She also set goals, very distinct goals, tough goals,
for her year as president. She wanted to establish and increase mentorship of attorneys within our Bar Association. She wanted to work on our
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lawyer discipline system. She wanted to increase the level of professionalism and the vision and image of attorneys in our state by avoiding and
taking sharp issue with lawyer bashing. She had one great opportunity
to do that in the Grand Forks Herald, as I think you'll recall.
Unexpectedly, a couple of things intervened, and she's well on her
way to achieving these goals, but probably not as far as I think she would
like to be. The issues that unexpectedly intervened on Becky's plans
this year were the legislature, which, as most of you know, decided that it
would be a good idea for lawyer discipline to be decided not by lawyers,
but by others by a system that was created by the legislature. Through
Becky's work and Sandi's work and the work of many of you, we
succeeded in not ending up with that piece of legislation.
She also was faced with an extraordinary crisis in the flood. And I
think Becky deserves tremendous credit for bringing us together as
lawyers and as people to work on the very difficult issues that this flood
has presented to all of us. She has been an extraordinary leader, and
I'm very proud to introduce her to you as your president. Thank you.
(APPLAUSE)
MADAM PRESIDENT: But I have another plan. I have another
plan. We're going to do this mentorship and diversion just all on our
own because we won't have any money to do it from the Bar Association
level, so my plan is we're all going to volunteer in our spare time, which
I know we all have plenty of, to be mentors to each other and do peer
assistance and help each other out.
It's been a very interesting year. It's been-I think as you all realize when you just watch TV and read the books and go to the movies
and read the paper, it's a very difficult time to be a lawyer. I think it's a
difficult time to be a bar president. There's a lot of attention on the
legal system. There's a lot of negative press about lawyers and about the
legal system.
As I mentioned in one of my Gavel articles, Consumer Reports
recently did a survey, and this has been about a year ago, where they
surveyed its membership about their satisfaction with lawyers. And, unfortunately for us, the satisfaction level for lawyers, the only ones who
rated worse than lawyers were diet programs, and we know how well they
work.
Recently, I was at the Jack Rabbit bar in the lovely town of Jackpot,
Nevada, which I'd say that's about as desolate as some places in North
Dakota. We had a good time there. But in New Mexico they recently
did a survey of their citizens about their feelings about lawyers and their
feelings about the system, and, unfortunately, I don't think things have
improved very much. What they found out through their survey, and
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I'm sure they're going to publish these results, is that over half of your
everyday citizens do not have a good impression of lawyers. I think the
surprising facts to that survey were the statistics didn't even change even
if you had a relative that was a lawyer, even if you had a friend that was a
lawyer, and even if you had significant experience in the legal system';
the satisfaction did not improve. Interestingly enough, when they also
surveyed jurors and the impression of lawyers among people who had
sat on juries, sixty-seven percent of them had a negative feeling about it.
So this bar president was saying, this kind of destroys our old myth
that, yes, we're hated generally speaking, but those who know us really
like us. Actually, those who are familiar with us in the system didn't
seem to have a better impression; they just seemed to have a worse
impression. So the New Mexico Bar is hopefully going to take the lead
in trying to figure out how to handle that issue. They're talking about
PR campaigns and those kinds of things, although I went to-I went
to-his name is Rex Throckmorton and talked to him after the meeting
and I said, "Do you really think this is about press releases? I mean,
doesn't this reflect some real dissatisfaction with what we do? Not just
our image, but some dissatisfaction with the way the system is operating?" And I think it's out there. I mean-and I don't know what's
causing that. I haven't come to that analysis, but I think a lot of people,
for instance, no longer really believe in the Bill of Rights. They no
longer believe in the adversary system that's in the courts, and I don't
know how we go about-how we go about changing that view of our
legal system.
One thing I did learn this year is how important this Association is
for all of us as lawyers and for the State of North Dakota. We need an
integrated Bar. We have a vital and a very important Bar. The Bar was a
very important organization to have when we had to deal with the issues
that we had to deal with in front of the legislature, which Sarah talked
about, which you're going to hear about more today.
In terms of the flooding, I saw how essential it is that we have an
integrated Bar. Without the integrated Bar, there would have been nobody available out there to rise to help the lawyers in this state, those 200
lawyers in Grand Forks whose lives have been really torn apart. You're
not going to find the general population worrying about those lawyers
and about those businesses.
I think we need to stand together to defend the system. I think
somehow we have to get out there in our local communities and in our
school systems and explain what our system's about. Yes, it needs some
tinkering, don't all systems need some tinkering, but we need to get out
there and get back into the schools and talk about how important the Bill
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of Rights is, what those fundamental rights are, what trials are all about,
that this isn't necessarily just go in there and it's a free-for-all, where
everybody gets to say what they want to say. We've almost gone overboard in terms of the kind of trials becoming open forum. One time I
heard somebody on public radio talking about the danger of TV in the
court, and it was a professor from out East someplace, and he was saying
that the danger of TV in the courts was that we were kind of going back
to the old era where you'd have a trial in the middle of a stadium someplace or in the town square and you'd have your jurors sitting there and
then you'd have your towns people surround all the jurors and then the
jurors would make their decision based on the pressure of the townspeople. And he said that TV in the court has a little bit of that effect;
that, in fact, you're bringing the public so involved in the system of
justice that you put such tremendous pressure on your jurors that there
was a reason for building courtrooms small so that you wouldn't get the
whole town in there in the middle of the trial putting pressure on the
jurors.
I think we need to maintain our independence as a profession. We
have to do everything we can to emphasize professionalism, and I, in one
of my Gavel articles, quoted from a study that's been done by the ABA
section of legal education and admissions, and what they define a
professional as is somebody who cares about clients, accountable to
them, engages in moral dialogue with them, cares about equal access to
justice, strives for efficiency, and brings his or her conscience to bear on
everything done as a lawyer. And I'm really looking forward to our
speaker this evening. I think that's what he's talking about. This book
that he's written about In Search of Excellence, The Atticus Finch Model
is talking about that, about being a lawyer is the same as being a good
person, and how we-how we get the public to realize that, because I
think most of us are.
My experience with lawyers is that most of us try to bring our moral
consciences to bear. We need to speak out against bashing wherever we
can. We need to support the independence of the judiciary. I personally
believe that we need to promote, even more effectively, merit selection. I
think we need to support that constitutional amendment that's going to
come up for a vote, and I would encourage all of you to get involved in
that process. I personally support some sort of a system of judicial
evaluation because I think that, in fact, helps protect the independence of
the judiciary so you can point to things and say, "Our judges are doing
well," and "We have done surveys and they're doing well." We need to
promote professionalism and civility and we need to, all of us, get more
involved in the Bar Association. I can tell you that this past year has
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been very personally rewarding and challenging for me. I wouldn't do
it if it weren't a lot of fun. I'm ready to pass the gavel on to Sarah. It's
true, I'm ready to take on some new challenges, but I have found it to be
a very exciting and interesting year.
At this point I want to take the opportunity to thank those people
who have contributed so much to the flooding-I've lost my list here.
We have so many people who have made such great contributions in
terms of the flood issues that we dealt with.
Very early on, we were getting calls at the State Bar office from
people wanting to help. I think early on we had a meeting with the
Court and the Court was very, very helpful in this whole process and very
quickly understand-understood the situation that the lawyers were
faced with.
Our Court, unlike many in the nation, actually granted a breather
period for lawyers in handling cases. That has not been done throughout the country. We have to thank Justice VandeWalle and Justice Sandstrom for that. Justice Sandstrom, I know, coordinated the web page
efforts with our efforts and in getting Grand Forks lawyers temporary
addresses on the web, and that was great. Sheryl Ramstad Hvass-and
where are you Sheryl? Would you stand up, please. This is Sheryl, and
Sheryl Ramstad Hvass, she's a North Dakotan, and Sheryl is the president-elect of the Minnesota Bar Association. Very early on, she made
calls to us and she had Minnesota, Minneapolis lawyers in particular,
calling us and saying, "What can we do to help?" She organized the
largest firms in Minneapolis to put together some great relief efforts.
They raised a ton of money, they sent up equipment, and they have been
there. They put on a seminar last week, and we want to thank you,
Sheryl, on behalf of North Dakota. (APPLAUSE) And I have a bunch
of other people here to thank and I'm going to go through them
quickly.
Sharon Gallagher and the North Dakota Trial Lawyers Association,
who allowed Sharon to be very active, and she's standing in the back of
the room, and she was up there personally helping distribute desks and
furniture and things like that, and was there helping us all along.
Les Loble and MDU Resources, and MDU, through Les' efforts,
helped us print the materials that we needed for doing this flood bank
phone line or, yeah, phone bank flood line. I have it backwards. The
Attorney General's office, and I don't know if I see anybody here from
the Attorney General's office, but Heidi Heitkamp, Dave Huey, and
Parrell Grossman were very helpful in getting information out.
Bob Minto and Bob Reese from ALPS, very quickly we got a call
from ALPS saying, "What can we do?" They raised a bunch of money
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and came and gave seminars and were very helpful. Dave Maring-I
saw him walk in-and Lawrence King have been coordinating the phone
bank for flood people to be calling in. Linda Catalano-Linda's in the
back here-and her staff has helped coordinate this with the Bar office.
DRI and the trial lawyers, both at the local and national level, have made
substantial contributions. And I hope I haven't missed anybody substantial. We've had so many people that have been helping us out in this
effort. It's been a wonderful experience for me, if nothing else just to
see all the help that people are giving if they know there's a crisis at
hand. So thank you again. I've enjoyed being your president and I
look forward to being involved in the Bar Association for years to come.
(APPLAUSE) At this time, it's my pleasure to introduce Chief Justice
Jerry VandeWalle, who is going to give the State of Judiciary address.
(APPLAUSE)
JUSTICE VANDEWALLE: Thank you. Thank you. I appreciate
that. Thank you, Becky. You received the written State of the Judiciary
in your book. I don't intend to read it to you. A few have read it,
primarily former law clerks who wonder if I really can write. I'm going
to follow this afternoon the adage that the more you say, the less people
remember, so I am going to try to cut it short.
I want to start with the flood, and I particularly want to thank Judge
Bohlman, Judge Kleven, and the other judges and court employees for
so quickly bringing the court into operation in Grand Forks County,
despite their personal losses, and most of them are still out of their
homes. I'm proud of their actions.
We know many attorneys who also have suffered in their homes and
in their practice, and we respect very greatly what you have done to
reestablish yourself. North Dakota people are the heroes of the nation,
notwithstanding what Congress and the President may think.
Goethe, a German poet, said, "Law is mighty. Necessity is mightier." Well, it was necessity more than law that resulted in the emergency
order suspending procedural deadlines in the statutes of limitations for
60 days. We had little guidance in preparing that order.
Justice Sandstrom, the clerk for the joint procedures committee, put
in a lot of work on that order, and I think it's worked well. That order is
about to expire, by the way, and the Court will be reviewing whether or
not it needs to be continued, and if you have some comments to give us,
please do so.
Legislative session. The flood did put it in perspective. (LAUGHTER) I keep reminding myself. All of us, judges and lawyers, thank
Becky Thiem and Sandi Tabor for their efforts. They really, really were
very good during this legislative session. There's good news and bad
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news, and it'll be discussed really by others tomorrow, but let me give
you a little bit of the upside. Civil legal services for the poor did receive
additional money. And it's not what we asked for, but they did receive
some, and I'm very grateful for that. The Court received some very badly needed new positions in the juvenile court and in the technology area.
On the downside, lawyers and judges were really skewered. I think
we came out of it as well as we could, but it's always a learning process,
and one of the things I learned is that we still need to review our
disciplinary process. And so I will be asking the joint attorney standards
committee to again review the disciplinary process. And while I'm at it,
I'd like to thank Chris Hogan, who's chaired that committee for so long,
for doing the great job that she's done, and I understand that Dan
Crothers is succeeding Chris, and I know Dan will do a good job.
Let me tell you some other-very quickly, some other things that
are happening. Jury management. Judge Holte chairs the judiciary committee on that issue. There's a program tomorrow on your-in your
program on jury reform that I hope you'll attend. I hope you find it as
interesting as I did the first time I heard it. Also, on the jury front, Ted
Gladden is collecting jury utilization information. In other words, how
many jurors are called, how many were finally needed. We haven't done
anything; we're just collecting the information.
It's important for two reasons: number one, it can reduce the number of jurors called, and that's important because it reduces the number
of our citizens who must disrupt their lives to come and sit at the courthouse; secondly, it reduces the cost of calling jurors, and that's particularly important because of legislation passed this last session authorizing
the calling of jurors from wider areas than just the county.
Another thing that's going on, we have a weighted caseload study.
South Dakota and North Dakota decided to go together and apply for a
grant from the State Justice Institute. We received that grant; that study
is under way. Hopefully, it's going to give us a tool to determine what is
an adequate number of judges for our state.
Something that's not in the report or my written statement that
should have been, and that that's the clerk of courts study. There are
two resolutions that have been accepted by the legislature to study
bringing the clerks of court into the state system.
In addition to that, the appropriation bill for the judiciary contains a
statement that the judicial branch appropriation for the 1999-2001 biennium is to include the funding necessary to efficiently fund the administration of the district courts. And that's a quote from the bill. I suggest
you read that statement as state assumption of the clerk of court.
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I think it's very important that the Bar be involved in this process.
You have a resolution before you today, I believe, that emphasizes that
significance, and I hope you will be involved.
Since writing the State of Judiciary message-I want to talk about
making the record-the Court has reversed itself and court reporters and
court recorders will continue to be paid for most of the transcripts they
prepare. Since I wrote the State of the Judiciary message, the gender
fairness study has now been published in the North Dakota Law Review.
I thank Sarah Herman, the chair, and the other members of the committee for this significant product. We have been and will continue with
the implementation of the recommendations contained in that report. Although you may disagree with one or more of the findings, we must
recognize that there is an appearance of bias, as well as bias, in the system, and we need to take steps to eradicate all forms of discrimination.
In closing, I am impressed and happy with the level of concern and
cooperation evident in the face of the natural disaster that we've had in
our state. But the seeds for divisiveness and dispute are present as we
attempt to deal with legislative concerns. We cannot permit those seeds
to grow. Rather than to bicker among ourselves so as to allow the use or
patient and ultimate destruction of the legal system, this is a time to stand
together as lawyers and judges to build and improve our system. I
expect North Dakota lawyers will, as we have always done, rise to the
occasion. Thank you.
(APPLAUSE)
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Justice VandeWalle. Before
we hear about the Association's financial status, I would like to take a
moment at this time to remember those members who passed away
during the year with a moment of silence. Would you like to stand and
have a moment of silence. (MOMENT OF SILENCE) Thank you. And
now we will hear the financial report from our treasurer Steve Johnson.
MR. JOHNSON: Thank you, Becky. Before I start my report, I'd
like to point out that a copy of Sandi's Gavel article concerning the
1997 budget and the 1996 audit are located in your general assembly
tab, they're in the general assembly information you got.
The Board of Governors was pleased with the findings of the 1996
audit in which we received a clean opinion from the auditors on all
statements. I'm happy to report that we continue to avoid spending
more money than we generated, which, of course, is a good thing.
The 1996 management letter contained only one note regarding the
small size of the office staff. The 1996 audit reflected year-end assets of
$384,023, which included $170,934 in restricted cash assets, $16,132 in
equipment, and inventory of $14,881. The restricted cash represents
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money held by the Association for sections, volunteer lawyer program,
grant, client protection fund, and the CLE commission. In particular,
$5,951 of IOLTA volunteer lawyer program moneys was not spent by
the program. This money will be refunded to the IOLTA program in
the near future.
The overall fund balance at December 31, 1996, was $341,453;
$170,519 of which was unrestricted funds and $170,934 of which represented restricted funds. The unrestricted fund balance or the Association's general fund gained approximately $50,000 in 1996 due in large
part to our continued refinement of our fiscal management policy. During the year, the Association generated $553,717 in unrestricted revenues
and $125,362 in restricted fund revenues, for a total of $679,079. A
portion of this increase reflects the client protection fund revenue of
approximately $36,485. License fees represented $318,162 of the
unrestricted revenues, or 47 percent of the total revenues.
Our total expenditures of $580,007 included administrative expenses of $461,178 and disciplinary expenses of $42,245. Included in
the administrative expenses were CLE seminar costs and office overhead.
Disciplinary expenses included payment of $36,000 to the disciplinary
board in costs associated with the inquiry committees. With that brief
overview of the 1996 audit, I'd like to turn now to the 1997 budget.
Our overall projected revenues for 1997 are $582,450. License fees
represent 54 percent of this figure. Other sources of revenue include the
CLE seminars, the annual meeting, and the volunteer lawyers program.
Our total projected expenses for 1997 are $581,182.
In addition to salaries and employment taxes, other expenses included in this projection are expenditures associated with the operation of the
CLE seminars, the annual meeting, and the volunteer lawyer program.
Our goal is to ensure that these three programs are self-funding.
The Board is pleased with the operations to date this year, but we are
continuing to review areas in which cost controls can be implemented.
Hopefully, we'll be able to continue to present good news in the future.
Thank you.
(APPLAUSE)
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thanks, Steve. I guess the bottom line is
we're doing okay, not having to go borrow on the line of credit at the
end of each year; not sitting with a lot of extra money, but things are
good. At this time, I want to introduce Judge Bohlman, who's going to
discuss, from the Court's perspective, the flooding and clean-up activities
in Grand Forks.
(APPLAUSE)
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JUDGE BOHLMAN: Thank you very much, Becky. I knew big
things would come from Becky, as well. She finished, I think, first in
both semesters of my first year property class when I was teaching.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Eight o'clock in the morning besides that.
JUDGE BOHLMAN: Eight o'clock in the morning. So I predicted
great things for her, and she certainly has fulfilled all of them.
In Grand Forks we're up and running again as the chief indicated.
There are some things that we can do, some things we can't do yet. The
most notable thing we can't do is have any jury trials, but we anticipate
having jury trials starting in September. So it's sort of like the old days,
not that much happened in the summer anyway. Not much is happening
this summer in Grand Forks besides the clean-up effort. But we are currently operating in Larimore, along with the clerk's office. We realize,
probably more than ever, how tied we are with the clerk's office, and so
it goes; we go where the clerk goes and the AS 400 computer. That is
currently located on the second floor of the Masonic lodge in Larimore,
so that becomes the nerve center of the Court and will be the nerve
center until approximately the 1st of August, at which time we anticipate
being back in the courthouse. So that is good news. The courthouse did
not take any water damage to the first floor; it was confined to the basement. And they're in the process of drying and cleaning and sanitizing.
The phrase in Grand Forks that you hear all the time is "safe, secure,
and sanitary." We are in that process with the courthouse at the present
time.
We probably will have additional tenants come the 1st of August,
because all of the former tenants of the second floor, namely the register
of deeds, the auditor, the treasurer, and the tax equalization director, who
had moved into their new office building across the street, no longer can
occupy that building because of the flood, and so they will be back with
us again as of the 1st of August. And our plans to take over the second
floor of the courthouse are going to be, to say the least, delayed somewhat. But that will not affect the service that we're able to give. And, at
the present time, we are running a criminal master calendar in Larimore,
also a civil master calendar. We are having contested motions and bench
trials. And so the only thing, as I say, that we are not doing, is a jury
trial. And, hopefully, we will be able to do that starting in September.
Judge Medd is at the law school, and so he's our Grand Forks
liaison and for that we certainly thank Dean Davis at the law school for
putting up with Judge Medd for all of this time. (LAUGHTER) He tells
me things are going rather smoothly and I'm sure they are, but we do
appreciate the help and the cooperation of the law school. They've been
a real unbelievable source of help for the court system, as has been the
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Supreme Court, the Bar Association. You've all done so much, really,
for us, and we do appreciate all of your efforts and contributions to date.
So we will try to continue serving you as best we can. Certainly, if you
need to send us anything, you can send it to the same post office
address. Anything that's sent to the usual address will reach us, and
we'll try to address any concerns that you may have. And as far as
Administrative Order 8, we are operating, of course, under the confines
of that order at the present time, which has helped, I think, everyone to
make it through this very difficult period. And, again, we thank the
Supreme Court for that.
But again, we look forward to being back in the courthouse and
seeing you there, but in the meantime, should you be in the area, please
stop in Larimore. This is a very historic occasion, it's not likely that
we'll ever be in Larimore again, which is not to say that we don't appreciate what they have done as well, because they have really, you know,
provided a home for not only the court system but for the entire county.
And so everyone owes Larimore, and all of the small towns, a great debt
of gratitude. Judge Smith is living in Lakota, so he is our Lakota correspondent. Judge Jahnke is our floater, so to speak. (LAUGHTER)
Judge Kleven was high and dry during the flood. She lives by Larimore,
so we really appreciate the coordination that she provided. She was the
only person who was not evacuated from their home, as far as the judges
are concerned. And so, for a few short days in that very thin line
between anarchy and civilization that we faced in Grand Forks, she was
the only outpost that the courts had. So she was leaned on a great deal
to provide the kind of coordination that we needed with the Supreme
Court in order to maintain the system so to speak.
So, we-we've learned one thing throughout this experience, and
that is that we are truly dependent upon everyone. No person is an
island and no institution is an island; we all need each other. We all need
to work together. We find that when disasters such as this come, that we
do work together. I only wish that we had the same spirit of cooperation
all the time. Maybe this will help us to do that. So again, thank you
very much, and we look forward to seeing you.
(APPLAUSE)
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Judge Bohlman. Karen
Braaten is now going to speak to us as president of the North Dakota Bar
Foundation and also from the perspective of a Grand Forks lawyer.
MS. BRAATEN: Good afternoon. I was one of the lawyers in
Grand Forks that was located downtown, but I was high and dry. Fortunately, my office was dry. It was on the third floor of a building. It's
quite devastating to see what's happened to a number of the law firms, to
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our courthouse, and everything in Grand Forks, but' what I find is
everybody has worked very hard in pulling together and getting things
back up and running. North Dakotans are strong people, and Grand
Forks will pull through this and hopefully we'll be better than ever.
Tonight, the North Dakota Bar Foundation holds its silent auction,
and that will be in conjunction with President Becky's reception. I want
to formally invite all of you, your spouses, your significant others, whoever, to come to the reception to honor Becky and also come to bid.
This is one of our major fund-raising projects, and I'm told that we have
all kinds of neat and interesting articles to bid on, so please come and
have some fun tonight.
I do want to give a special thanks to Diane Peterson who worked
closely with the Bar staff and also Steve Easton, one of our foundation
board members, who coordinated getting together all these-these neat
things to bid on.
Additionally, I'd like to thank Sandi and her staff at the Bar
Association for all the work that they put in, not only on this annual
meeting, but especially for our silent auction and throughout the year
for the Bar Foundation.
The Bar Foundation has set up a flood relief program. Basically, as
of Monday, although this has already changed by this morning, we had
$65,000 in donations that were-are specified or earmarked for flood
relief. A special thanks to ALPS. They raised $28,000. A special
thanks to the Defense Research Institute that, as of Monday, we had
$25,000 from them. I was told this morning by Paul Ebeltoft, who is
representing the DRI, that they have voted to donate an additional
$2500. And Paul, if you could stand, I'd like to recognize you and
thank you. (MR. EBELTOFT STOOD) (APPLAUSE) And to our wonderful members of the North Dakota Bar Association. So far we have
raised $10,000 from among our own association members.
Basically, how the foundation will be handling this, we have sent out
applications and letters to all of the attorneys that had been impacted by
the flood. The application is a very simple application that they will fill
out, it's not complicated at all. And primarily we're targeting the funds
to those attorneys who have suffered a tangible loss, those attorneys who
have lost office equipment to flood or fire, books, they need to reconstruct files, what have you. Those are the firms that we're--or the losses
we're targeting. We are not targeting the business interruption or the
economic losses, but actually trying to do the bricks and mortar type of
work with this money.
We hope to be able-we set a deadline, I believe it's June 30th, for
the applications to be turned in. And at that time, a committee will be
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reviewing and we will be expending all of the funds to help those attorneys and law firms that have been impacted by the flood. That includes
Grand Forks, East Grand Forks, and there are a few other attorneys in the
neighboring areas that were also impacted by the flood.
This year, the Bar Foundation started a planning process. We're
looking at short-term and long-term goals, trying to develop target areas
that we want to give to or support financially. We figure that by targeting special projects, that perhaps we could increase the funding sources
that we have, we could increase our memberships, maybe our donations
or memorials that are given to the foundation. And so we're working on
this planning process. We just started it this fall. We will continue on
with it and hopefully develop a little better type of a system to identify
the needs and identify the areas that we want to support financially. And
again, hopefully to improve our funding base for our organization.
This year, the grants that we have given are as follows: the legal
secretary scholarship for $200; $700 to the University of North Dakota
Law School scholarship; $1500 to the Law Review Symposium, I believe
that was held this fall; $1,000 Law Review stipend. And also we made a
grant of $5,000 to the Burdick Education Center, which will be located at
the new federal courthouse in Fargo.
The other part of our foundation that's a separate part is the
IOLTA, the Interest On Lawyers Trust Account program. As of December 31, 1996, there were 449 IOLTA accounts in 108 financial institutions across the state. At the end of 1996, the program netted $119,000
from the IOLTA accounts. It's gone up. As of June 1st, five months
into this year, these accounts have generated $68,000 in interest payments. That growth in the money coming in is primarily due to interest
rates on the accounts increasing. Right now, those interest rates on the
various IOLTA accounts run from 2.5 to 4 percent. Additionally, we
have-there are a number of banks that have continued to waive service
fees on the accounts. There are still some that are charging service fees
on the accounts and we will continue to work with those banks to see if
we can't obtain further waivers on those service fees. And finally, we
have more IOLTA accounts now than we did previously. To date, 64
banks have waived service charges on 200 IOLTA accounts. So we need
to do a little more work in that area, but it's coming along quite well.
As far as grants, the IOLTA moneys, those grants are separate from
the other foundation moneys and we have specific grants that go out
from the IOLTA, the interest earned. The IOLTA committee awarded
$100,400 in grants for the 1997 grant year. Legal Assistance of North
Dakota will receive $52,900 this year. The volunteer lawyer program
will receive $44,000, and the Southern Minnesota Regional Legal Service
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Program will receive a grant of $3,500, primarily for the program in the
eastern part of Minnesota.
Now to the fun part of my presentation. I'm here today on behalf
of the foundation to honor and recognize an outstanding lawyer from
Fargo, North Dakota. He's outstanding in his service to the Bar and also
in his service to his own community. Robert A. Feder is not present
today. However, we do wish to bestow upon him the honor of being
named Fellow of the Foundation. I want to give you a little bit of background on Bob. He graduated from the University of Nebraska Law
School. Following graduation, he served with the Civil Rights Division
of the United States Attorney General's Office. He returned to Fargo to
practice law, becoming first a member in the Krueger, Yuill and Feder
law firm and later the Wold Johnson law firm where he practices today.
As a member, and later a chair, of the Information and Service
Committee of the State Bar Association of North Dakota, Robert served
as a moderator and principal producer of Ask-a-Lawyer, the legal public
affairs program shown on Prairie Public TV for a number of years. He
was also the originator of the People's Law School in North Dakota and
developer of the only available Legal Press Guide. Robert was the principal proponent of the North Dakota Human Rights Act and developed the
explanatory guide for public distribution. In addition to maintaining a
demanding law practice and providing extensive continuing legal education in such areas as employment law, Robert found time to serve as
president of his synagogue for many years. He was an active member of
the Fargo-Moorhead community theater and a board member for the
F-M area foundation.
At this time, I would like to call Phil Johnson up to accept this
honor on behalf of Robert A. Feder.
(APPLAUSE)
MR. JOHNSON: Just a few brief comments. Robert has--excuse
me. Robert has been fighting cancer for a number of months and he
was very disappointed he couldn't be here. I would just note that one of
the things that Robert mentioned during the course of these several
months is that he always came into the office, he always tried to continue
to serve his clients, and in part it was because of his view and that an
important part of who he was was being a lawyer. So I hope we can
share that. Thank you.
(APPLAUSE)
MS. HERMAN: One of the most wonderful things about being a
lawyer is that we have a unique ability to help other people. The lawyers
of this state do a lot in their communities and in volunteer work to help
the people of this state. There are some among our Association who
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have done an extraordinary amount of work, and it is to those members
that we would present the pro bono awards.
Cary Stephenson performed 310 hours of pro bono work this
year. Gerard Neil and Jerilynn Branter Adams both performed more
than 100 hours of pro bono work this year. Mary Hoberg-Mary's
here somewhere.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Right there.
MS. HERMAN: Mary, come here. Mary did 50 hours of pro bono
work. (APPLAUSE) Also performing 50 hours-over 50 hours of pro
bono service are Greg Gullickson, Tracy Lindberg, Pam Hermes, Cynthia
Schaar Mecklenberg. There are prizes for all the rest who are not here
today. Mary is the only one of the pro bono award winners present. But
I think we all owe them a great thanks for all the hours that they have
spent serving their communities, serving clients who need help and can't
afford to pay for legal services. It's a great part of what we do, and they
did a lot. Thank you.
(APPLAUSE)
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Sarah. At this time I want to
introduce Linda Catalano, the executive director of LAND, who's going
to give her report. (APPLAUSE) She doesn't have a cast on, right?
MS. CATALANO: No.
MADAM PRESIDENT: No cast like last year?
MS. CATALANO: No, no cast, no funny shoes. I was asked also to
talk about the flood relief effort in North Dakota and eastern North
Dakota. And what I wanted to say is, the lead-in Sarah gave for Becky
about her goal of having all segments of the Bar and the Judiciary work
together, and then Becky's statement pointing out people that she
personally identified and thanked for participating in the assistance with
flood victims and lawyers illustrated that.
This effort to help victims, disaster relief, was a coordinated effort
between not only the Bar and Legal Aid programs, but all segments of
the Bar and the Judiciary, corporate, government, private, and Legal Aid.
And I think it's an outstanding tribute to this state and to this Bar
Association and the lawyers and judges of the state that we can do such
good work and do it so quickly. And to give you an idea of how
quickly we put something together, we were ready with a flood line and
over 80 volunteer lawyers before FEMA and the ABA even bothered to
notify us about what the procedures were and what the reimbursements
were and all the rules for providing that kind of assistance to flood
victims. They were kind of astounded that we responded so quickly and
they told us it would be six or eight weeks before we saw the largest
number of calls coming in asking for legal advice or referrals. But the
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statistics that we have put together show that the greatest number of calls
came in the third and fourth weeks of-after the flood broke the dikes in
Grand Forks. If we had not been so fast, if we had waited for FEMA and
the ABA to jump in, we would have missed about 250 calls from people
that we helped.
As of last Monday, we had assisted over 541 victims, and that
doesn't include clients that were calling the State Bar number to try to
find out where their lawyers were located, and it doesn't include any
calls that didn't come in on the toll-free flood line.
For those of you who aren't familiar about what the effort really
was, within ten days after the disaster in Grand Forks, there was established one toll-free flood line which came into Minot, North Dakota, to
the LAND office in Minot. And we chose that office because our staff
in that office, headed by Richard LeMay, has had about a year of experience with computerized telephone intake, processing calls, providing
advice, sending out brochures, and AT&T contributed a toll-free line for
three months for no cost, and that toll-free line, working with the local
companies and their Centrex systems, allowed us to take the calls in
Minot and forward them to anyplace in the state we wanted to. And we
chose the law offices of LAND in Bismarck and Fargo because it was a
place volunteer attorneys from the private Bar could come and have an
office outside of their office without interruption and answer the flood
calls.
It took us a while to get that down smoothly and to get the hours
identified, because originally we were-the State Bar, an excellent, extraordinary effort of recruitment on the part of the State Bar had lawyers
in Fargo from ten a.m. until six p.m. and in Bismarck recruited from six
p.m. to ten p.m., and since we'd never been through this before and we
had no idea what to expect. We wanted to make sure that virtually any
rational time in which somebody might want to reach an attorney, there
would be no impediment in doing that. So if there was nobody in our
staff office in Minot, the phones were set up in such a way that the call
would automatically be forwarded to Fargo. If there wasn't anyone in
Fargo, the calls would automatically be forwarded to Bismarck. And we
covered, in a three week period, every day but Sunday with that kind of a
system.
Within ten days, we also-Sandi put together an interactive video
network CLE, and FEMA got with the program quickly enough so that
they were able to have a few people address the FEMA and the SBA
process. We had representatives of the attorney general's office, of the
insurance department, legal assistance talking about some of the public
benefits aspects. We had a model contract drawn up. And it was a very
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comprehensive three hours to put together in a matter of days, literally in
a matter of days, and it was broadcast in Bismarck and Fargo. And
copies and tapes were made so any law firm anywhere could have a copy
of a tape or see a copy of the tape, but it was my understanding that
Dave Maring's office was kind of the video center in Fargo for anyone
who couldn't make that Wednesday night event and who needed training
before coming to volunteer.
MDU provided-through Les-provided the copying and production of all of the CLE materials that we needed for that CLE in Fargo
and Bismarck at very, very short notice. I think it was less than 24 hours,
wasn't it, Les?
MR. LOBLE: (MR. LOBLE NODDED.)
MS. CATALANO: Very, very short notice. It was very, very well
done. I think it was an extraordinary effort. Not only did the private
law firms go down in Grand Forks, but the Legal Aid Association was
inoperable in Grand Forks, and clients could call in to the SBAND
number and be referred to the flood line number.
Legal Assistance of North Dakota covered calls for clients from
Grand Forks Legal Aid until such time as their attorneys could get back,
straighten things up, and take calls. And it wasn't just LAND either.
North Dakota Legal Services out of New Town, staffed by Jim Fitzsimmons, he came up to Minot when we had heavy day calls because
Minot still had to do its normal intake of clients on Monday and
Wednesday, so Jim Fitzsimmons and his secretary would come up and
answer the phone and cover the flood calls and the referrals while our
other staff was helping to do regular intake.
Ed Reinhardt, former staff attorney from North Dakota Legal Services, who has a practice down in New Mexico, was able to get free and
come up here and he-his last day, I think, will be next Monday. In
order to be-be able to do services wherever they were needed, he became our-kind of our legal expert on FEMA and the specialized areas
of law that we needed to know about. And when Larry Spain and the
law school was back in operation again so to speak, Ed was able to just
go over to Grand Forks and work there with Larry and show Larry what
we had been doing in the rest of the state and get him in tune with that.
So I really think-and now all the flood line calls are coming into
Minot, but they're automatically being forwarded to the law school, to
Larry Spain's Legal Aid office, and if there is an overflow, they can
come back to the Minot office and Minot can pick up the overflow. So
even now people who call in will get assistance.
The volunteer lawyer effort ended at the beginning of June because
the surge was three or four weeks, and we were told by FEMA that
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maybe six to eight weeks there would be another surge, and we haven't
seen that. But we think the reason why we haven't seen it is because the
level of devastation in Grand Forks, there are still people who are calling
in occasionally who are just-it's just beginning to dawn on them what
some of their issues are. Eighty percent of our calls have been in the
landlord-tenant area, immediate housing needs. But I think over the
next year FEMA says they'll be here for the long haul, at least two years,
at least. We are going to see more and more calls, and it's my understanding that if the surge ever does come, we have all the mechanisms in
place to utilize those volunteer attorneys again, if they're needed, to take
those calls and help those victims in those areas. So I think we really all
deserve a pat on our back, all of us, the way we've worked together to
respond to the victims.
(APPLAUSE)
MS. CATALANO: We need to do that a lot more often. Thank
you very much.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Linda. I guess don't be
surprised if you get a call later on to re-volunteer for the phone bank
because I expect that we will be having to reactivate it.
Just for your information, the Board of Directors yesterday discussed the issue of whether to apply to FEMA for reimbursement for
some of the costs that we're incurring at the Bar Association level for
materials and other things and staff time, and the decision was made not
to apply for FEMA funds for that process because part of the provision
for receiving those funds is that you can't refer any fight with FEMA or
the SBA to any lawyer, so we decided it would be best just to pay for it
ourselves because we expect some of those issues are going to be coming
up later on, so it's better not to have those restrictions in our volunteer
lawyer effort.
So, with that, we're going to get into the meat of our meeting and
talk about our resolutions. The first resolution-and you should all have
copies of those in your materials-concerns the mandatory discipline fee
and license fee increase, and Sarah's going to discuss that on behalf of
the Board of Governors.
MS. HERMAN: In January of 1997, our Bar Association was faced
with a surprising and quite difficult challenge. A bill was introduced
which prescribed a new lawyer discipline system, amended some existing
legislation that frankly hadn't been in force and effect for a long time,
and the bill would have dismantled our disciplinary system as it currently
exists. In its place, it would create-would have created a system where
lawyers would be judged, for purposes of discipline, by a group consisting of two legislators, two citizens, one judge, and one lawyer. The way
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the bill was drafted showed a decided lack of understanding as to the
way our system has worked for years. Our disciplinary system functions
under the rules of the Supreme Court, and the piece of legislation which
they were amending to create this new system, as I mentioned, has not
had force and effect, and it was a strange dilemma to deal with. It was a
total surprise.
Sandi is on her way to a hockey game when she gets the call and
apparently there is a rather loud reaction both in the bus and also at the
burger joint that they stopped at soon thereafter because of the surprise
that this presented.
There was a long battle. There were many meetings. Sandi worked
very, very hard in the legislature on these issues to communicate, to
bring understanding, to persuade legislators, many of whom were clearly
not happy with lawyers in general and very, very convinced that lawyers
were neither capable nor did we have the integrity to police ourselves on
these issues. There were at least eight meetings of the Bar Board. There
were meetings of the disciplinary board. There were information-gathering tasks, and some of the questions that came up is, you know, "What
about other states? What do they do?" And I think many of us, because
ours had been working this way for such a long time, made the
assumption that, "Gosh, this is an aberration. Why would they be taking
this money from us? This is important to the state. This is part of what
the Supreme Court does. Why is this happening?" We needed to talk to
them about their aberrant behavior.
Sandi did some research and, unfortunately, we found out it wasn't
terribly aberrant behavior after all. There were very few states that
received systems, and that was somewhat of a surprise, and that was
information that the legislators, of course, became aware of. And the
legislators, as you all know, were very anxious to find places where they
could cut this year.
We were successful in persuading the legislators that we were, and
are, capable of having an appropriate disciplinary system, and that we are
the appropriate body-the lawyers of this state need to make the
determinations as to how our disciplinary system works. They went
away from and did not pass the legislation that would have prescribed
this one lawyer-four other people deciding these issues in North
Dakota. But they determined that they didn't want to fund us anymore.
The initial proposal was that all the funding would be cut out now,
and a battle ensued, a great number of hours dedicated by Sandi. Every
inember of the Board of Governors called every legislator that they
could reach and have an effective conversation with. And the next proposal was that there be a per capita assessment on lawyers of $100 apiece,
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that we would pay for our own and they would set the amount. After a
lot more hours and hard work by Sandi, she was able to get legislation
passed that didn't quite do that. That, instead, phased this process of
"it's our responsibility and we bear the cost" in.
The result is that there will be, in essence, a $50 per capita assessment to attorneys in this state beginning January 1, 1998. However,
because of the fiscal status of our Bar Association, the Bar Association
will take care of $20 worth of that increase. And so, when you get your
license fee bill, you'll have an increase of $30.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Assuming they say yes.
MS. TABOR: Assuming you say yes, right.
MS. HERMAN: The phase-in contemplates that if things stay as
they are, in order to pay for the system as it now exists, that it would
ultimately require $75 additional the next year. Whether we need to do
that remains to be seen. It is certainly the proposal of the Board of
Governors that what we need to do, since this responsibility is now ours,
is to examine our system of discipline, to look at other systems, to make
determinations as to whether or not it's working properly, whether it's
efficient, whether it's reasonably economical, and the primary group to
do this review and to make decisions as to how our system will work in
the future is the Attorney Standards Committee.
The membership of the Bar will be informed of this process as it
goes forward, and we are looking forward very much to a joint effort
working with the Disciplinary Board, the Attorney Standards Committee,
to solve this problem. It is certainly our belief and our recommendation
to you, as the Board of Governors, that we must take on this
responsibility.
We want to have control of the disciplinary issues, to have a good
system, and to-since the legislature is not going to pay for it-take on
the responsibility which has been given to us of paying for the system.
We want to be responsible in going forward and making sure that we are
spending your money-our money-wisely for an effective and
appropriate system. And we are hopeful that by the end of the year,
right, we will have a pretty good handle on what that will be. This
is-time is of the essence. We need to have resolutions to these issues
before the next legislative session.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Sarah. I think this is another
example, like the flood, where you have something that isn't going quite
right, but you have to use it as an opportunity and that's, I guess, the way
that we see this. This is an opportunity for the Bar Association to really
get involved in the disciplinary system and for all of us to work together
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with the Supreme Court and the Disciplinary Board and do everything
we can to improve the system.
The second resolution-and we're going to get to the resolutions in
just a few minutes, we're just having a kind of brief discussion of the
issues-we'll be dealing with is the court unification, and I have found
myself, when I went out to the different bar associations, a lot of people
asked me more questions about this than they did about the disciplinary
issues.
This is something that's really going to have a lot of impact, I think,
on our court systems in the future. We're just at the study stage, but
there's a lot of things down the pike I think that we need to be thinking
about and talking about, so I'm going to ask-Judge Hagerty is going to
talk to us briefly about her perspective on the court unification issues.
As you know, Gail has been kind of keeping track of what's been going
on in the legislature and done a very good job of it. So I'll turn it over
to Gail.
(APPLAUSE)
JUDGE HAGERTY: Thank you. The 1997 legislature created a lot
of stress for a lot of people. And, as judges, we are often surprised at
what legislation causes us the most stress as the years go by. It seems to
be things we would never have suspected, but it's safe to say that the
last-minute legislation concerning the clerks of court has created a great
deal of stress in the offices of the clerks of court around the state and
that the unified judicial system will share that stress.
A conference committee which was considering amendments to the
judiciary's budget legislation, absolutely without warning, amended state
law concerning the clerks of court. In counties with a population of
6,000 or less, the register of deeds will perform the duties of clerk of
court, unless the Board of County Commissioners adopts a resolution
separating those offices no less than thirty days before the first day to
file petitions for election to county office.
In counties with a population of 6,000 or more, the offices of clerk
of district court and register of deeds may be combined into the office
of register of deeds, again, if the Board of County Commissioners consults with the Supreme Court and then adopts a resolution combining the
offices. The resolution would have to be adopted at least thirty days
before the first day for the filing of petitions for county office.
Counties may initiate the option of transferring responsibility for
funding the clerk of court to the state if they do so before February 1st,
1998. The legislature may or may not appropriate funds. In a statement
of legislative intent, the legislature indicated that it intended that the
counties should use provisions of state law to combine or share services
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of clerks of court, and directed the judicial branch budget for the
1999-2001 biennium and future bienniums to include funding necessary to efficiently fund the administration of the courts. Counties are
left with difficult decisions. They have to decide whether to combine the
offices of register of deeds and clerk of court. They must decide
whether to share a combined services of the clerks of court with other
counties. And they're required to do that before they know whether the
legislature will begin funding the clerk of courts' budgets through the
state funds. This will be the subject of a study by an interim legislative
committee and that committee is chaired by Senator Wayne Stenehjem.
It will also be the subject of study by various Supreme Court committees.
With regard to other important issues, the legislature gave the courts
authority to change venue in pretrial proceedings, except for hearings on
motions to suppress evidence. Courts may change the place of trial in
both civil and criminal cases unless there is an objection by the party.
Juries would be composed of residents of the original county or the
judicial district.
Judges will be allowed to direct prospective jurors to be selected
from one or more counties in a judicial district in which a court is
located if the county of venue has a population of 10,000 or less, and the
judge determines the number of prospective jurors in the county is
inadequate to obtain a fair and impartial jury.
The legislature also called for a constitutional amendment to allow
appointments to the Supreme Court or district court to continue for at
least two years. If the term of an appointed judge expires before the
appointed judge has served two years, then the judge continues in the
position until the next general election and the term of the judgeship is
reduced so that elections for the judgeship would return to the normal
cycle.
The last, but not least, judges and justices received 3 percent
increases in each year of the next biennium, and I could spend a lot of
time here explaining why many do not feel that the judicial salaries, even
as improved, are adequate, but I would suspect that most of you have
already heard all of that. What you may not have heard is that the
judges and justices do sincerely appreciate the support that they receive
from the Bar Association in this area, and particularly the support and
work that was done by Sandi Tabor during the legislative session.
(APPLAUSE)
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Gail. We're now going to turn
to the resolutions. They're included in your annual meeting binder, the
way we're going to do it is, after they are read, we will turn to a discus-
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sion of them, but I would entertain a motion to dispense with the reading
of the resolution.
MR. LOBLE: So moved.
MR. HILL: Second.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Would you state your names for us for the
benefit of our court reporter, Cindy Shearman.
MR. LOBLE: Les Loble moved; Jim Hill second.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Okay. Thank you. All those in favor
signify by saying yes.
BAR MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: Yes.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Anybody opposed? Okay. We will now
take action on each of the resolutions, starting with Resolution No. 1
regarding the discipline fee and license fee increase. Do I hear a
motion to adopt the resolution? The Chair recognizes Jerry Davis.
MR. DAVIS: So moved, and I would request the opportunity to
speak to the resolution.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Okay. Thank you, Jerry. Do I hear a
second?
MS. HOLMAN: Second. Maureen Holman.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Maureen. We'll begin the
discussion with Jerry Davis, and please use one of the floor mikes.
MR. DAVIS: Thank you very much. It's a good news/bad news
story, and we've already heard a lot of it and that is that we did win on
who should be determining lawyer discipline in North Dakota, and it's
the profession, as it should be. The bad news is the state's not going to
pay for it anymore. And so the legislature has determined that this be
taken out of licensure fees. And, as was reported by the president-elect,
the first $20 of the $50 that's being required as of January 1, 1998, is
coming out of the Association revenues or cash and the other $30 per
lawyer is coming out or should-will, if this resolution is passed, come
out of our licensure fees.
The fact is that most professions do their own discipline. The fact is
that most professions pay for their own discipline process. The fact is
that most Bars pay for lawyer discipline in other states. And so I would
request your support for this resolution.
I also want to say, as was reported earlier, both by the president-elect
and by the chief justice, there will be a study to determine the type of
lawyer discipline that we should continue with, what system should we
have, how efficient and effective is our system, is there another way to do
it which is more cost effective and so forth. And I think we need to pass
this resolution so that we can fund lawyer discipline pending that-the
conclusion of that study. Thank you.
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MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Dean Davis. Is there anyone
else who would like to speak on the motion? Maureen Holman and then,
Dwight, we'll have you next.
MS. HOLMAN: The reason I second the motion, as a member of
the Board of Governors, we were very hesitant to suggest a dues increase.
We're conscious of the fact that many people are sole practitioners and
this is a lot of money that you pay for your dues. Nonetheless, we
looked at things that Jerry Davis talked about: the fact that other people
pay for their own disciplinary systems and the fact that this came to us
out of the blue unannounced, we have no choice, but we are going to be
paying a portion of our dues for attorney discipline.
The alternative, if this motion is defeated, if the resolution is
defeated, is that all of a sudden the programs that have operated so well
in our Bar Association cannot possibly continue at the same level as they
have been because we won't have the money.
We have tried very hard as a Board of Governors to try to limit the
increase, so it's not $50 the first year and $75 the second year, as is
required by the legislation, but it is reduced to the 30 and the 55. We'll
have time to look at it and see other ways to keep the dues increases
down, but I seconded this motion because I believe it's important that we
pay the additional funds to keep the Association going and to establish a
good disciplinary-keep the good disciplinary system going.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Maureen.
The chair
recognizes Dwight Kalash, chair of the Disciplinary Board.
MR. KALASH: Thank you, Madam President. I thought that it
would be important for all of you to know what it is that your Disciplinary Board has in mind to attempt to deal with this matter from the
Disciplinary Board's perspective.
Let me assure you, first of all, that your Board of Governors recognizes the importance to the membership of taking care of this withwithin our organization. In attending a Board of Governors meeting
yesterday, everyone stressed the importance of not viewing this as a matter of them versus us; that is, the Bar Association versus the Disciplinary
Board. We are all lawyers and the last thing that we want to have happen
to us is someone else decide for us how we police ourselves.
So I asked for an opportunity to speak to you, first of all, to urge
you to support this resolution; and second, to tell you what it is you're
going to get in the long run ultimately out of the resolution.
First of all, the Attorney Standards Committee, along with the Disciplinary Board and in conjunction with the Disciplinary Board is going to
do everything that it can to streamline the disciplinary process, to make it
effective-more effective, to make it more cost effective.
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It is, as I understand it, the intention of our incoming president,
Sarah, to include members of the inquiry committees as at least exofficio members of the Attorney Standards Committee, and perhaps
include members of the Disciplinary Board as members of the Attorney
Standards Committee and, perhaps with that integration, find the most
effective way to continue to deliver the most effective disciplinary system
that we can deliver. I urge all of you to get involved in that process.
It is the intention of the Disciplinary Board to initiate a study of our
budget. It's my understanding that the Board of Governors will also
undertake a study of the budget to assure that we're getting, as we all
say, the biggest bang for the buck. Another thing that will be initiated
by the Disciplinary Board will be a staff review system that will assure us
that we're getting the best production out of the staff of the Disciplinary
Board.
What is it that you get out of this process? And that's a very legitimate question for you to ask. I believe the answer, the main answer, is
that you get an effective disciplinary system that will deliver to the
people of the State of North Dakota a fast, honest, and sincere response
to their inquiries of why did this lawyer do this?
We have that system in place now. It is not free; it will never be
free. But what it is is effective. We want to keep it effective for the
benefit of the people of the State of North Dakota that we serve. We also
want to keep it effective for the benefit of the lawyers in the system.
I don't know how many of you have ever had occasion to be involved with the disciplinary system. For those of you that have not, I can
assure you it's an unpleasant event. You get a call one day, or a letter,
from disciplinary counsel's office that says you're being investigated.
That's not what makes your day.
What we do have in North Dakota, however, is an orderly system.
We want to keep that. Because, as you all know, we not only are subject
to being aware of what we believe to be an unethical or improper act of
another attorney, a responsibility to report that behavior. We want to do
that fairly and we want to do that effectively, and we want to do that
efficiently.
And the third reason, what's in it for you, is in the event that you
get one of those, I guess I'd have to say less-than-meritorious complaints
lodged against you, you want a system that protects you. We have that in
North Dakota today. We want to continue to maintain that.
Nobody likes dues increases, nobody likes the idea that I'm going
to have to pay for something that's already unpleasant. It's kind of like
going to the dentist. Nobody likes to go and pay the dentist money.
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You know it's going to hurt and you know it's going to be unpleasant,
but you know that the alternatives are worse.
Well, let's take a look at the alternative of this for just a moment.
We already know that the legislature has expressed an interest in taking
over this system. I think you'll all agree that that's not something that
we want. So it is now our responsibility, our obligation, to undertake this
job ourselves, not only from the nuts and bolts aspect, but also from the
financial aspect. But, as Becky has said, it's perfectly reasonable and fair
of us to view this as an opportunity, an opportunity to get all of the
members of the Bar involved in the process, involved in streamlining,
revamping, making more effective the disciplinary system, and also getting involved in budget review, staff review, and making our disciplinary
system as effective as it has been in the past and getting the best bang for
the buck. So I urge you to support the resolution.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Dwight. Does anyone else
want to speak to the motion or the resolution? Marilyn, are you wanting
to speak or are you calling the question?
MS. FOSS: No, I want to ask a question.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Oh, okay. Please use a speaker or a
microphone. This is Marilyn Foss.
MS. FOSS: In the discussion that we've had so far, at least my oral
understanding was that the dues increase was in two steps and that it was
30 and 75 dollars, but the resolution says 30 and 25 dollars. And so if
anybody else misheard that like I did, I thought we should make thatMADAM PRESIDENT: It is 30 and 25. What's happening is the
legislature is going from 50 to 75 so it's an additional-so it's 30, plus
an additional 25 the following year, so it's 55.
MS. FOSS: Right, and then after those increases, if further adjustment is required, there will be another vote to accommodate whatever is
the cost of the disciplinary system; is that correct?
MADAM PRESIDENT: Whatever the legislature does next time,
which we expect they'll expect us to do full funding.
MS. FOSS: Right. Do we know what, on a per capita basis, full
funding is for lawyers, per capita lawyers?
MADAM PRESIDENT: Sandi Tabor is going to answer that
question.
MS. TABOR: The answer is not exactly. There was no rhyme or
reason to how they determined how much the disciplinary system cost in
the first place. They arbitrarily-the disciplinary budget was submitted
to the Supreme Court at $526,000. Arbitrarily, they decided that
$100,000 of it should pay for the Judicial Conduct Commission.
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They then decided-and this is really how they decided it-"Sandi,
how many attorneys do you have?" "1800." "Okay. That's $180,000
a year for your discipline system, i.e., a hundred dollars an attorney. So
for the biennium, we'll fund $360,000," which equated to automatically
a $64,000 cut to the Disciplinary Board.
So how much does the disciplinary system really cost? Well, the
Disciplinary Board submitted a $526,000 budget. I don't know if-I
don't know what will happen at the end of our study. Maybe it'll still be
$526,000, maybe it won't. But right now, what they were looking at was
that they were going to make us pay a hundred dollars per member, and
that's what they're funding it at.
The State is paying this year, or starting in 1998, they'll pay
$90,000 and we'll pay $90,000. In 1999, we'll pay $135,000, they'll
pay $45,000.
MS. FOSS: And I would interpret that as the disciplinary system
put in $526,000 divided by 1800, about $225 a head.
MS. TABOR: Yeah. You're quicker at math than I am. And that's
per biennium, so it's $110 per member a year.
MS. FOSS: Thank you.
MS. TABOR: Well, thank you for doing the math.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Yes, sir, would you please identify yourself
for the record.
MR. GARAAS: Jonathan Garaas, a lawyer from Fargo. I believe
I'm probably going to be a voice in the wilderness, but I'm going to say
no and I'm going to give you 163,000 reasons. I'm going to combine
two pet peeves that I have. One is the IOLTA and the second one is a
fees increase.
The information that I just heard was that we had $68,000 coming
in in five months for IOLTA. Every one of those 400 law firms have
their own seed money in those trust accounts. That seed money, which is
bearing interest, is going into the State to pay out to other people. If
those funds, this disciplinary process, are, in fact, for the benefit of the
public as a whole, and our profession, the IOLTA moneys should be
available for paying for the disciplinary system.
And even if you only want to take the amount that isn't used, that
amounts to $63,000. At the projected rate of $68,000 in five months, it
works out to be $163,200 over the course of 12 months. You made a
hundred thousand dollar grants last year. That means there's 63,000
extra dollars that are available for funding this deficiency of $30 per
member. So, from my standpoint, I vote no. I'm probably the only person that's going to stand up here and say that, but a number of years
ago when this motion was brought before the Board, and if I brought
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proxies, this would go down significantly, but as you can see, the number
of people here, there's not very many.
If you, in fact, want to increase the status of the profession, can you
fund it with available resources by merely looking at the IOLTA moneys
and using it appropriately because every one of those law firms already
has seed money in there that is going to go into a group that somebody
else is paying for, somebody else is dispersing on our behalf. So I might
be the only one that votes no, but I vote no.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you for speaking up.
MR. REICHERT: Alex Reichert, Madam President. Madam
president, I call the question again.
MADAM PRESIDENT: All those in favor of the resolution signify
by saying yes.
BAR MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: Yes.
MADAM PRESIDENT: All opposed.
BAR MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: No.
MADAM PRESIDENT: The yeses have it. Resolution No. 1 is
passed.
MADAM PRESIDENT: We'll let the court reporter change her
paper. (THERE WAS A BREAK FOR THE COURT REPORTER TO
CHANGE HER PAPER.) We want to recognize the services here today,
too, of Cindy Shearman, who is acting as our reporter today and doing a
very fine job, but again, I'll remind you, if you do speak to a motion or
speak to a resolution, please identify yourself.
We'll now proceed to Resolution No. 2, which essentially allows the
Association to provide information to the Legislative Interim Study
Committee about the impact of court unification, and this resolution is
necessary because of our policy that was adopted by the members
several years ago that before any lobbying efforts can be conducted or
involved in the legislative process, there has to be approval from the
membership on certain sorts of issues, so this is the reason for the
resolution.
I'll entertain a motion to adopt Resolution No. 2. The chair
recognizes Mike Daley.
MR. DALEY: Mike Daley, Grand Forks and Larimore, North
Dakota. (LAUGHTER) President Thiem and members of the Association, at this time, I would move the approval of Resolution No. 2. As
Chief Justice VandeWalle and Judge Hagerty have already indicated,
there is an interim legislative committee undertaking a study in these
areas, and it is very important that our Association have some input into
the bills that ultimately come out of that committee.
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To the extent some of these issues are controversial, I just want to
point out to the membership that you'll all be well-informed, and as you
want to take individual positions on certain aspects of the study
committee, you'll be notified by the executive director through the
Gavel and Notepad, and I would urge the passage of this resolution.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Mike Daley has moved the adoption of
Resolution No. 2. Do I hear a second? The chair recognizes Les Loble.
MR. LOBLE: I second the motion.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Is there a discussion concerning Resolution
No. 2?
BAR MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: Question.
MADAM PRESIDENT: The question has been called. All those in
favor of Resolution No. 2 signify by saying yes.
BAR MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: Yes.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Anyone opposed? Resolution No. 2 passes. The final three resolutions, which are included within your materials
all extend the Association's appreciation to the many individuals who
have helped to make this meeting possible. I would entertain a motion
to suspend the rules and vote on the adoption of all three resolutions.
MR. CROTHERS: So moved.
MADAM PRESIDENT: And the chair recognizes Dan Crothers. A
second, please?
MR. WEFALD: Bob Wefald will second.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Bob. Any discussion? Call
the question? All those in favor signify by saying yes.
BAR MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: Yes.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Any opposed? Thank you. Resolutions 3,
4, and 5, have been passed. I would urge you to read those resolutions
so that you can extend some personal thanks to some of these individuals. At this time, I'll open the floor for nominations to the office of
president-elect. The chair recognizes Gordon Schnell.
MR. SCHNELL: Thank you. It's my privilege to nominate Dann
Greenwood to be president-elect of the State Bar Association of North
Dakota.
Dann is a Dickinson native, has practiced law there since 1977.
He's a trial lawyer, an excellent trial lawyer, and a good all-around
lawyer. He has served his Bar Association, served his community, served
this state well.
He's served on the Board of Governors of the State Bar Association,
on the Ethics Committee, on the Board of the--of Legal Assistance of
North Dakota, and he was vice-president of that board. He's served on
the Supreme Court Disciplinary Board, the Federal Practice Committee.
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He is a past president of the Southwestern District Bar Association, and
he's a past president of the North Dakota Trial Lawyers Association.
He's received many awards, including SBAND's community service
award and pro bono award. He's active in church and community,
particularly in the Boy Scouts where he's been very active. His family
consists of his wife, Deb, and three children, Jay, Lindsey, and Paige.
These are challenging times for the legal system and for the State
Bar Association of North Dakota. These are times when we need excellence in our leadership, and that excellence, in my opinion, would be
consistent with Dann Greenwood.
When I served as president of this Association, I thought two of the
most important words that we use are "ethics" and "competence."
And Dann's background and my knowledge of him illustrate those two
words considerably. And I think that, as president, he will help bring
those two words to the forefront.
The matter of selecting a president of this Association, I don't think,
should be a factional matter. It should not be a question of whether
you're a defense lawyer or a plaintiffs' lawyer or, like me, a business
and estate lawyer. I don't think any of those things matter. I think the
fact is you should be a good lawyer, and a good leader, and that is what
Dann is.
In talking last night, Dann's wife Deb said that there's nothing
funny about Dann. (LAUGHTER) He really doesn't have much of a
sense of humor that shows up. Well, there is one thing that I noticed.
When I looked at his resume, I didn't notice-one of the committees that
I know that he has served on recently was a committee to select a new
name for the Dickinson Midgets. (LAUGHTER) And that committee
that he served on came up with the name of Thunder. After that, four
school board members got recalled. (LAUGHTER) And recently we
had another election in which the vote was four to one in favor of
Dickinson Midgets. So I would tell Deb that, that should someday, if she
needs to bring a smile to his face, I think all she has to do is mention
Dickinson Thunder. (LAUGHTER)
So, to summarize what I'm doing here, I'd like to just say that I rise
to nominate an excellent lawyer, a good leader, a person with experience
and dedication, someone who will make a fine president for this Bar
Association. It's my privilege to nominate Dann Greenwood. Thank
you. (APPLAUSE)
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thanks, Gordon. Is there a second to
Gordon's nomination of Dann Greenwood for the position of
president-elect?
MR. HILL: Madam president.
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MADAM PRESIDENT: The chair recognizes Jim Hill.
MR. HILL: Not before; I wanted to get up before.
MADAM PRESIDENT: WellMR. HILL: I amMS. HERMAN: Where is the duct tape?
(LAUGHTER)
MR. HILL: And you with the Tim McVeigh look. I am absolutely
delighted to stand to second the nomination of Dann Greenwood for the
position of president-elect. For years, I've been encouraging Dann to
run. He kept telling me no, but he finally had to succumb to e-mail
messages, facsimiles, and calls, and he simply tired of me calling, I think.
He's a great lawyer, just as Gordon has told you. He's earned the
respect of this Association in virtually everything he's done. But I make
the same observation that Gordon does; there's really a flaw in Dann
Greenwood, and that really is that he is not really known around his
office as Mr. Chuckle. (LAUGHTER) I mean, this is kind of a bottomline kind of guy. He's a very serious, serious soul. And, you know, I
figure there just had to be some other side somewhere. Somebody has
seen Dann Greenwood in some relaxed moment, some fuzzy feel for this
guy. And so I did the same thing, Gordon, I asked Deb, and she just
started laughing.
I thought that there were these soft, fuzzy stories of him at home,
and they don't exist. It just doesn't happen. And so I grabbed Dann's
brother, Mark. He would be the next obvious person to try and figure
out what's going on, and it's increasingly clear that around the firm he
is not a jokester. As a matter of fact, I found that after talking to Mark
and realizing that Mark and I are really kind of kindred souls, because
we both have brothers that have absolutely no sense of humor at all.
(LAUGHTER)
Now, my brother Bill, he is really known to have smiled one time in
his life. And I was there. It was at Christmas time, shortly after Congress
had increased the salary for U.S. bankruptcy judges. Now, it was a sort
of short-lived one, admittedly it was not a belly laugh or anything, but it
was there. And Mark reports to me that there was one occasion in his
legal lifetime when he told Dann he thought he might work on the
weekend, which brought a smile to Dann's face. (LAUGHTER) But
that was kind of short, because Mark really didn't mean what he said
anyway. (LAUGHTER)
So, by electing Dann Greenwood, we're really going to do a great
deal of service to Dann and his firm because I think the only way we're
going to get this man through his tour of duty is to kind of develop his
talexit as a straight man, and that's what we can all pledge to him. And,
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Madam President, I'm proud to nominate Dann Greenwood-or to
second his nomination, and I want you to know, Dann, your father would
be very, very proud. You've done very well.
(APPLAUSE)
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Jim. Are there any other nominations for the position of president-elect? Any other nominations?
Any other nominations? I guess I've said it three timesMR. MARK GREENWOOD: Madam president?
MADAM PRESIDENT: Yes.
MR. MARK GREENWOOD: Okay. Okay. Gordon, Jim, you've
convinced me. I was going-I'll make the motion. I move that we
suspend the rules and direct the secretary to cast a unanimous ballot for
Dann Greenwood.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Okay. Thank you. Could I receive a
second to that motion?
MR. LOBLE: Les Loble, second to that motion.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you. All in favor ever the motion
signify by saying aye.
BAR MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: Aye.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Anybody opposed? Congratulations,
Dann. (APPLAUSE) I know we're all looking forward to working with
you, so I'm glad you decided to do it. I'll now open the floor to
nominations for the position of secretary-treasurer.
MR. HAGGART: I'll make a stop halfway here. I'm Todd
Haggart from Fargo. I rise to nominate my partner, Steve Johnson, for
re-election to the office of secretary-treasurer. I'll be very brief. I was
asked to do this during the noon hour. Bruce Quick was going to be
here, and Bruce has a sore back today, unfortunately. He's stuck at
home. I've practiced with Steve for about nine years now. Steve is a
very bright, energetic, conscientious lawyer. He's got great judgment,
he's an excellent lawyer. He is an all-around great guy, as well. And I
would urge you-well, let's see. Steve's been our secretary-treasurer
now for I'm not sure how many terms, Steve?
MR. JOHNSON: Just one.
MR. HAGGART: Just one? Well, you deserve another one. I urge
you to vote for Steve.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Todd. (APPLAUSE) Is there
a second to the nomination of Steve Johnson for the position of
secretary-treasurer? The chair recognizes Dave Bliss.
MR. BLISS: Well, I rise to second Steve Johnson's nomination. I
see Bruce Quick isn't here. I've got to remember that bad back
business; I've got one of those too.
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Steve Johnson is bright and hardworking and a good guy. I talked
to him a little bit earlier, but he pressed me into service and he said,
"Dave, you've got to tell only good things about me." So I'll be very
brief. (LAUGHTER) Becky said something about civility, and it reminds me, I think it was Oscar Wilde who said, "A gentleman is someone
who knows how to play the accordion, but doesn't." Steve Johnson is a
gentleman. We've been law school classmates and friends for years.
He's bright and hardworking and he'll be there and he'll do well for the
Bar. I second the nomination.
(APPLAUSE)
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you, Dave. Are there any other
nominations for the position of secretary-treasurer? Any other
nominations? Any other nominations? Entertain a motion to dispenseMR. KING: So moved.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Thank you. And suspend the rules and
elect Steve Johnson by unanimous acclamation. All those in favor
signify by saying yes.
BAR MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: Yes.
MADAM PRESIDENT: Anybody opposed? Congratulations, Steve.
MR. JOHNSON: Thank you.
(APPLAUSE)
MADAM PRESIDENT: We'll look forward to your financial
report next year. There being no further business on the agenda, it gives
me great pleasure and satisfaction to turn the gavel over to Sarah
Herman. You have one more job here, Sarah. I look forward to
working with you and you'll do a great job.
(APPLAUSE)
MS. HERMAN: The meeting is adjourned.
(The 1997 Annual Meeting of the State Bar Association of North
Dakota concluded at 5:35 p.m.)
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